STAR ASHTRAY V-2

BY FRANCIS OW

1. White side up
   Precrease - Each step repeat 6 times

2. NOTE LOCATION POINTS. DO NOT CREASE BEYOND.

3. DO NOT CREASE INSIDE THE SHADED HEXAGON

4. Complete crease pattern.
   Fold STAR ASHTRAY as in steps 5 to 8
Squash flap

Repeat steps 7 to 9 for each flap.

Mountain fold point (6 times).
Make model 3-D as in STAR ASHTRAY.

VARIATION

9a

10a

P.2

This diagram is available at Gabriel Vong's Ori-Scope http://ori500.free.fr with permission granted by the author.
STAR ASHTRAY

White side up - Crease as shown. Each step repeat 6 times.

NOTE LOCATION POINTS. DO NOT CREEASE BEYOND.

(Creases from steps 2 to 4 not shown)
Repeat each step 6 times before going to the next.

3-D along crease lines

11 COMPLETE